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Topic: Is it important to keep languages alive and not let them disappear? (Argumentative Essay) 
 

Importance of Keeping Languages Alive 
 

According to some research, there are approximately 7,000 languages spoken around 

the world. These languages decrease every year. There is plethora of reasons why languages 

vanish such as natural disasters, wars and assimilation. Language disappearance causes negative 

results. Therefore, not only individuals but also linguistics should fight for keeping languages 

alive. It is substantial not to let languages disappear because when languages are not kept alive, 

society not only loses communication skills but also loses traditions although some people 

assume that it is not consequential. 

First of all, when languages perish, individuals are getting worse while expressing 

themselves because every language has different structures and sounds. To start with, 

language disappearance leads to the loss of personal identity and as a result of this, people 

have difficulty in communicating. Moreover, the more people use their languages, the less 

languages disappear. In other words, especially endangered languages should be taught to 

young people to prevent them from vanishing. Overall, if language disappearance can be 

avoided, people can verbalize themselves handily. 

It is claimed that language evanescing is not a prominent issue. Nevertheless, the 

moment languages die out, traditions also disappear because owing to language disappearance, 

it is hard to access the traditions. When people do not speak their own languages, they start to 

forget their traditions. Therefore, languages are connected with traditions and they cannot be 

divorced from each other. All in all, for individuals to save their traditions, it is important to 

prevent languages from dying. 
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In conclusion, it is noteworthy to keep languages alive; otherwise, communication skills 

and traditions might be lost by society. In order not to lose the ability to express themselves, 

people should persist on speaking their own languages. If people speak their own languages 

more, the extinction of languages can be prevented. Languages are  the fundamental part of the 

society. When a language dies out, society is becoming alienated. For these reasons, human 

beings ought to do their best for keeping languages alive. Every language is worth speaking and 

protecting. Each language is unique. 


